Abstract: Summarizing, the aim of this paper was to provoke scrutinizing in a Balkan context the notions of Orientalism and Occidentalism – two forms of demonizing the Other, coined in the age of Enlightenment, two phenomena that are ambivalent and imported from other cultures. They interact in a curious manner and took critical place in the mythologies of all the nations in the region although in different ways.
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The idea of the Other is crucial part of the own identity. People imagine the Other in different ways, very often he/she is presented as a dangerous Enemy, like a screen on which we project our own fears and other emotions on it. Mythical thinking, which is alive even nowadays, uses different tools to name and imagine the Other and to master it.

The well-known book of Edward Said introduced in international humanity studies the term Orientalism, with which he designated „a way of coming to terms with the Orient that is based on the Orient’s place in European Western experience“, one specific “style of thought based upon an ontological and epistemological distinction made between “the Orient” and (most of the time) “the Occident”. Thus a very large mass of writers, among whom are poets, novelists, philosophers, political theorists, economists and imperial administrators, have accepted the basic distinction between East and West as the starting point for elaborate theories, epics, novels, social descriptions, and political accounts, concerning the Orient, its people, customs, “mind”, destiny, and so on. This Orientalism can accommodate Aeschylus, say, and Victor Hugo, Dante and Karl Marx.”(Said, 1978,1, 2-3)
This was written an the beginning of the work, which finished with a warring:

Above all, I hope to have shown my reader that the answer to Orientalism is not Occidentalism. No former “Oriental” will be conformed by the though that having been an Oriental himself he is likely – too likely – to study new “Orientals” – or “Occidentals” – on his own making. If the knowledge of Orientalism has any meaning, it is in being a reminder of the seductive degradation of knowledge, of any knowledge, anywhere, at any time. Now perhaps more than before. (Said, 1978, 328)

Said knew that this was not just a potential threat. Occidentalism not only exists, its effects are extremely pernicious. Ancient mental constructs and psychological trends, realized in different texts – secular and religious, literary, philosophical, journalistic and whatever, lay beneath the terrorists acts.

The “Orient” reacts in a similar way and tries to deal with the problems in its relations with the West by building an (analogical?) mental and linguistic constructions. In some cases Occidentalism may turn to positive strategy, as in the book of Hassan Hanafi Introduction to the science of Occidentalism (1992). (See also: (Tønnesson, 14 October 1993))

The phenomenon of Occidentalism finds its annalists among politicians, journalists1 and scholars. The earliest theorizing of the term has been at a session at the 1992 meeting of the American Anthropological Society.2 Ian Buruma and Avishai Margalit are the most famous among authors dealing with this term recently. Their book Occidentalism: the West in the Eyes of Its Enemies provoked serious debates and became bestseller. (Buruma and Margalit, 2004) (Not in Bulgaria, unfortunately.) Although the two terms (titles of popular books) were constructed in obviously the same manner, the two phenomena are not entirely analogical, and Buruma and Margalit do not refer to Said. It could be disputed if Orientalism is more early (according to Buruma Islamism on which he focused his attention – is modern phenomenon that have its western roots) but for a long period of time it was more powerful and was backed by and realized through in western colonialist institution and western academic researches of the “East”, that are more elaborated than eastern researches of the “West”. Its roots and reasons could be traced in very different mental and spiritual spheres, there common ground is the believe of the own uniqueness and the hostility of the Other. Scholars find some strongholds of the Occidentalism in the reactions against the universalism of the Enlightenment and French revolution, in some variations of Japanese Shintoism, connected with imperial ideology, in pan-ideologies (Pan-Slavism among them), in different variations of fascism, in Stalinism, etc.

Avishai Margalit and Ian Buruma highlight several [four] „features of Occidentalism”:

- hatred of the City and urban civilization, symbolized by the fabled tower of Babylon; of the state and modern civilization with its attributes (literature, films, pop-music, advertisement), denial of the separation between the private and the public

---


domain, commercialism;
- critic of the bourgeois civilization and its commercialism and addiction to safety and comfort and lack of heroism and revolutionary gestures;
- rejection of Bourgeois Reason, rationality and science, opposed to irrational notions such as spirit, race, blood and soil, etc.;
- denial of feminism, seen as giving too much freedom to women.

As a whole this is rejection of modernity which was associated with the West. The result is one absolutely negative image of the West, containing “a set of attributes, such as arrogance, feebleness, greed, depravity, and decadence, which are invoked as typically Western, or even American, characteristics”.

The conclusion of Avishai Margalit and Ian Buruma was:
There is no clash of civilizations. Most religions, especially monotheistic ones, have the capacity to harbor the anti-Western poison. And varieties of secular fascism can occur in all cultures. (Buruma and Margalit, 2004)

Although at first glance, the term „Occidentalism” describes a phenomenon similar to Orientalism, there is at least one difference that should be mentioned. It is linked to attitudes towards others. In Orientalism, this attitude is more arrogant and underestimating, while in Occidentalism it seems to be more radically negative. The orientalist wants to ‘civilize’ and to exploit the Orient; the occidentalist is more inclined to condemn the West, and, in its most radical manifestations, to destroy rather than to exploit it.

This is linked to another problem. Occidentalism can be viewed in two ways. In one case, it can be thought of primarily as a response to Western economic, political and cultural expansion, in other - as a specific manifestation of universal form of attitude towards the other. Buruma and Margalit traced the links that connect anti-Western sentiments with western ideological and mental phenomenon. These links can be result of indirectly influence, but may be also typological, effects of similar causes and motives.

***

Anti-modern trends in the Balkans has long been observed, they often take the form of opposition to Catholicism (and later against Protestantism), the researchers found their roots in the Byzantine Empire and even during the Great Schism of 1054.³ This line is continued by the conservative circles around Ecumenical Patriarchate in which Orthodox fundamentalism was forged⁴. Later, this trend is secularized and passed to a comprehensive anti-Europeanism and anti-modernism⁵.

Among Bulgarians, and to some extent among other Balkan Christians, anti-Western sentiment could also be traced back to the Middle Ages, to the time of Tsar Kaloyan of Bulgaria (1197–1207) and the Fourth Crusade (1202–1204). Later it will turn out that Orthodox and Muslims images of the Crusaders in the Balkans have common features⁶. In the following

centuries these attitudes were maintained by the Orthodox Church and the Ecumenical Patriarchate. But the modern version of this phenomenon emerged in the late 18th and nineteenth century, when the main direct sources of foreign occidentalist sentiments were at least two. To the Greek conservative circles joined Russian Pan-Slavism with its institutions, primarily various Slavic committees that have instruments for a serious impact on the Orthodox Church and education of Slavs. One could also presuppose some kind of direct impact of Western criticism on Western civilization. Relationship between these two or three sources are not identical in different Balkan countries, they are complex and full of internal conflicts.

To develop a trend; there have to exist not only some source but also a favorable environment. As a rule, the most fertile ground for similar sentiments is associated with some kind of dynamic development of something new that confuses and raises fears. This may be a new industrial revolution, the modernization of society, the emergence of radically new technologies, etc. Essential element of the response to such drastic changes is the rejection, which may take the form of a demolition of the material bearer of the new in a Luddite’s style, a religious fundamentalism and abundance of proposals for retro-utopian refuges. At late 18th and early 19th century throughout the Balkans there were both favorable environment, and sources of anti-Western sentiment and anti-modernism. Mutatis mutandis this was also true in subsequent periods, but in the late 18th and early 19th century (the era of so called ‘national revival’ and the construction of the Balkan nationalisms) when current anti-Western sentiments get their modern shape. Unlike similar trends in the Islamic world, anti-European attitudes in the Balkans are not so directly provoked by any action of the West.

The problem of the image of the Other is widely discussed in the Balkans and in Bulgaria in recent decades. This debate came to the question of Orientalism and led part of the scholars to the topic of the Occidentalism. The issue of the Orientalism and the Occidentalism can be viewed from different perspectives; one possibility is through the prism of so called „mental mapping” by which communities organize the world according their own ideas, myths, fears, expectations, etc.

---


8 The introduction of the term ‘Occidentalism’ is associated with the International Interdisciplinary Conference “Occidentalism or the “images” that the East projects of the West” (2005) - http://www.bulgc18.com/index.php?pageid=12&lang/bg
Mental mapping\(^9\) of Europe is extremely important issue. Its essence is in drawing lines of separation and defining where the center is and where – the periphery, pinpointing landmarks that determine the co-ordinate system, etc. “Border” regions like Eastern Europe and Balkans present one crucial element of the process of mapping. Concepts like *Mittleuropa* (Central Europe)\(^10\) coined in opposition to Eastern Europe and Balkans also deserves the attention of the scholars. What to say about the similarity of different types of periphery, such as Balkans and Scandinavia, or Balkans and Iberian Peninsula that are imagined in a quite distinct manner.

Larry Wolff’s important book \(\text{(Wolff, 1994)}\) traced the origin of the concept of Eastern Europe back to the age of Enlightenment. The study of Maria Todorova \(\text{(Todorova, 1997)}\) scrutinized the genesis and growth of the similar concept of Balkans. Paradoxically enough this peninsula is at the same time more peripheral and, concerning Hellenic civilization, situated at the very heart of Europe. The place of the Balkans on mental maps of Europe was fervently discussed some decades ago, it was painfully actual during the wars in ex-Yugoslavia, than, recently slightly went in the background of the attention, if not of the scholars, at least of journalists and general public.

Referring to and using such type of mental structures and elaborating attitudes towards them, among other things, is a question of terminology. One phenomenon may be named differently. Researchers use to talk about Counter-Enlightenment (Friedrich Nietzsche, Isaiah Berlin) or anti-Enlightenment (Z. Sternhell) and associate it with philosophers such as Giambattista Vico, Johann Gottfried Herder, and Edmund Burke\(^11\). Mediated connection with these authors, and with Herder in first place, may be traced at the heart of counter-modern sentiment among the Slavs. In the Balkans such a line can be connected also to the ‘anti-Voltairianism’ of certain circles associated with the Orthodox Church, with Slavophilism, and with general resistance to modernization. Counter-Enlightenment has its analogies in Bulgarian culture, which may be interpreted as taken from outside, or can be regarded as „native“.

Another approach to the same issues applies different terminology framework and prefers to talk about anti-modernism (counter-modernism) and / or anti-Westernism\(^12\) and anti-Eupeanism.

One curious methodological problem is associ-

---

\(^9\) Cf. for example Шенк, Фр. Б. Ментальные карты. – Новое литературное обозрение, 2001, 6, № 52, 42-61.


ated with the preferred terminological framework. Whether terms as Occidentalism, anti-modernism, Anti-Westernism are synonyms, i.e. whether they refer to the same phenomena? In this case, it is interesting to understand what determines their choice, what are the reasons which led some authors to call one thing ‘Occidentalism’, others – ‘anti-Westernism’, third – ‘anti-modernism’. Whether this is only a question of specialization, or offering a new term is the result of a desire to highlight the own heuristic thinking? Whether the adoption of a terminological system is not a matter of scientific fashion? It is possible to seek some nuances in the use of one or another term, to seek typology and hierarchy of similar phenomena, to ask questions about their genesis and evolution (from each other, or parallel).

The question about the usability of terms like Orientalism and Occidentalism in the context of Bulgarian, Balkan or East European culture is one big challenge for the scholars. Todorova argues that it is not correct to apply Said’s notion and methodology to the Balkans and many authors (including Bulgarian) agree with her. On the other hand, scholars like Milica Bakić-Hayden offered different approach based on the idea about ‘nested orientalism’.

While it is important to recognize the specific rhetoric of balkanism, however, it would be difficult to understand it outside the overall orientalist context, since it shares an underlying logic and rhetoric with orientalism. Balkanism can indeed be viewed as a „variation on the orientalist theme” that distinguishes Balkans as a part of Europe that used to be under Ottoman, hence oriental, rule and, as such, different from Europe „proper.”

Occidentalism offers a convenient opportunity to a community or person to think of themselves as a victim of malicious external forces. On the other hand, despite the critical attitude towards Orientalism, the unveiling of orientalist’s features in the own culture (Balkan, Bulgarian) do not pose any serious problem to the observer (unlike the situation in Western Europe). Similar traits actually exist and when referring to them in your own culture you practically claim that it is part of (Western) Europe, seen as prestigious. To find forms of Orientalism, means to distinguish yourself from the Oriental. This distinction is particularly typical for the Balkans, where, in the time of grow up of nationalism and forging its mythology the Orient was imagined first and foremost in the figure of the Ottoman “oppressors”. Of course, any such distinction is suspicious, it (may) be a manifestation of uncertainty, uncertainty about own value, inverted insecurity, inferiority complex, etc. In any case, it indicates kinship that is unwonted. So to say, Scandinavian culture hardly needs to deny its Ottoman heritage, while the Balkans’ have to and they are very active in doing this, or at least passionately argue about it.14


Turk and Muslim are the main enemies in the mythology of Balkan nationalisms. Balkan Christians see them as fierce barbarians that came from Asia with their alien religion, who seized, killed and abduct our treasures - the land, cities, women, faith - this is one key element of Bulgarian national mythology\(^{15}\). This is a well-known throughout Europe image that underlies Orientalism, but western imagination works with plenty of other ‘oriental’ representations. Along with blood-thirsty barbarian stands the fabulously rich oriental ruler and his harem, the wonders of the unknown eastern lands with their rare spices, exotic foods and drinks, unseen beasts and birds, mysterious islands in the remote warm seas, etc. The exoticism and femininity of the East are also presented in the imagination of the Balkan Christians, but takes more modest place in it, does not give rise to significant mythic structures; the same is through about India, China and Japan and their exotic religions and custom. That is, I think, one of the most characteristic distinctions of the Balkan Orientalism.

There is one specific peculiarity in the mythology of Greek nationalism. For it the second most important enemy are Slavs, Bulgarians in the first place, they were also seen as barbarians, really from the North, but somehow close to Orientals\(^{16}\). On this basis aroused some seemingly paradoxical coalitions and oppositions. For specific purposes circles around the Ecumenical Patriarchate can be united with the Ottomans against the West\(^{17}\), in other cases against the Bulgarians; the latter generated one quite widespread among Bulgarians myth. Anti-Ottoman trends undoubtedly brought together the Greeks with Russia, which did not interfere with their hostile attitude towards Pan-Slavism. At the same time (nineteenth century) Orthodox Slavs in the Balkans were naturally more inclined to accept Pan-Slavism, either sincerely, or as a tactical device.

Manifestations of Orientalism can easily be traced in literary and historiographical texts, in journalism and mass consciousness. Another paradox is that despite the negative valuation of and deliberate distinction from the Oriental, some manifestations of the own Oriental features are relatively readily pointed in certain spheres. This line started earlier and is still current, but its most emblematic embodiment may be sought in probably the most popular not only in Bulgaria Bulgarian literary works „Bay Ganyo“ (1895), but also in the whole work of its author Aleko Konstantinov. On the one hand, the Oriental is the dark, imperfect part of the own, its shadow (in the Jungian

\(^{15}\) Cf. Аретов, Н. Национална митология и национална литература. Сюжети, изграждащи българската национална идентичност в словесността от XVIII и XIX век. С.: Кралица Маb, 2006.

\(^{16}\) Cf. Велкова, С. “Славянският съсед” и гръцкият национален “образ Аз”. С., Херон прес, 2002.

sense). On the other hand, it is admitted in certain areas perceived as lower, such as the cuisine, some customs, etc.

Thinks are slightly different, when we deal with Occidentalism. Discovering in the own culture some forms of Occidentalism means to admit that this culture is not “Western”, which despite all elucidations in one particular context means “less of civilization” (Wolff, 1994, 43) 18. Therefore, general public and even scholars reluctant comment any manifestations of Occidentalism in their own culture and it is difficult to seek the roots of these manifestations. This became obvious in the debates during the conference on Occidentalism, organized by the Bulgarian Society for 18th Century Studies in 2005.19

Assuming that the hallmarks of Occidentalism are hatred of the City and urban civilization, critic of the bourgeois civilization and its commercialism, rejection of rationality and science, opposed to irrational notions such as ‘spirit’, ‘race’, ‘blood’ and ‘soil’, and denial of feminism, there is no doubt that such attitudes are present in the Balkan cultures. They can be associated with such important elements in national mythology as the figure of the alien rapist or seducer, the plot about the unfortunate consequences of marriage to a foreigner, the nostalgic mood in Bulgarian poetry of the nineteenth century, written abroad (in Russia), the retro-Utopian vision of a ancient patriarchal rural paradise (even the revolutionary Hristo Botev is not immunized for it), anti-Catholic and anti-Protestant propaganda, etc20.

And a clarification to these features without entering into details. Rhetoric of Orientalism and Occidentalism is sometimes used instrumentally. In order to gain some advantage for themselves and to hurt the opponent, he is described intentionally as a barbarian or as refined villain21.

Although Orientalism and Occidentalism have opposite orientation, they do not come into serious conflict in the Balkans. (Russian distinction between pochveniki (почвенники) and Westernizers (западники) is not identical to the opposition Orientalism - Occidentalism.) Rather, the two trends overlap, sharing particular spheres of influence. Thus, in some plots Orientals (Turks, etc.) are casted for the roles of brutal barbarians, and the western villains (actually Greeks) – for the role of the treacherous seducer. Very often they are even presented as allies, as in some versions of the folk-lore plot about Stoyan Voivode (chieftain).

Particularly interesting are the cases in which those two structures overlap, the instances of internal contradictions, the exceptions. One such curious case presents the well-known and very popular poem “Izvorat na Belonogata” („The Spring of the White-Legged”) (1873) written by the great Bulgarian poet and political activist Petko R. Slaveykov. It still generates different interpretations; created in the manner of folk songs it was publish anonymously and yet fully represents the ideas of its author. In it, something quite rare for Bulgarian culture and in conflict with

18 Wolff is quoting a phrase of marquis de Salaberry "le plus ou moin de civilization".
Occidentalist’s concepts, the Oriental is assigned to the role of a representative of urban civilization, in a sense, even of the modernity. Moreover, unlike its traditional mode of conduct here he neither acts violently, nor seduces Bulgarian beauty by fraud; instead of that he tries to convince her to accept his gifts and to go with him; after the refusal he withdraws quietly.

The plot depicts the encounter of two typical characters: Gergana, young Bulgarian girl, and the rich Turkish vizier, charmed by her beauty. In their conversation two different worldviews, two different value systems come into collision. They meet, enter into dialogue, and do not understand one another and part, each of them remains confident in its own right and values.

But what both characters stand for? Gergana passionately defended her world as it is. Through her words the poet constructs an attractive idyll, filled with beauty and harmony; it was dominated by the calm and humanized nature of the garden. Obviously this was not the real world of the Bulgarians from the era, and not the world that the poet himself depicted in his other works, such as his satires, so we can define it as a utopia. We could call it Bulgarian, traditional and patriarchal, even rural, and to oppose it to the sophisticated urban civilization of the Oriental (Turkish) Vizier and his world, which undoubtedly was also utopian. Although the poet clearly prefers Gergana’s utopia, he did not see the world of Vizier in a negative light.

The poem „The Spring of the White-Legged” bears one very distinctive version of the conflict between „own” and „alien.” On the one hand, „alien” generates fear, it is presented as hostile and threatening, on the other hand, it has its charm, its attractive force. Gergana not hesitate and immediately selects the „own”. For better or worse, today Bulgarians largely think of themselves with the categories underlying the „Spring of White-Legged” and other works from that time, that bear similar ideas. Perhaps there are other options, other solutions to the conflict; in fact they are present both in life and in literature.
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Резиме: Целта на трудот е се даде преглед на претставите за ориентализмот и оксидентализмот во балкански контекст. Станува збор за две форми на демонизирање на Другиот, настанати во ерата на Просветителството, два феномена што се амбивалентни и увезена од други култури. Тие комуницираат на интересен начин и се критични места во митологиите на сите земји во регионот, иако на различни начини.
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